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-\SSSLUN[OSPM[Z Some runners have a leg
length discrepancy (LLD). That is one leg is
longer than the other. It is important to identify
PMP[PZHUHJ[\HSZ[Y\J[\YHSKPɈLYLUJLPU[OLSLUN[O
VM[OLIVULZVYP[PZHM\UJ[PVUHSKPɈLYLUJL
caused by a temporary muscular or postural
imbalance. Building up a functional LLD will
reinforce the asymmetry and make it harder to
JVYYLJ[(Z[Y\J[\YHS33+TH`ILZ\JJLZZM\SS`
compensated for by the runner. However a full
length lift can be added underneath the insole
in the shoe from 3mm to 5mm thick. Heel lifts
HYLUV[LɈLJ[P]LHZHJVYYLJ[PVUPUH33+MVYH
runner as they only work when the heel is on
the ground and not during the critical phase of
propulsion. In more severe LLD cases a lift can
be inserted into the midsole of the shoe itself.
/LLSSPM[Z(URSLLX\PU\ZVJJ\YZ^OLU[OLYLPZ
PUHKLX\H[LÅL_PVUH[[OLHURSL0UOLLSZ[YPRLYZ
[OPZJHUJH\ZLL_JLZZZ[YHPU[V[OL(JOPSSLZHUK
calf and increased collapse of the foot during
mid-stance. One way of compensating for this
problem is to be a mid-foot striker rather than
a heel striker. Putting in heel lifts for a mid-foot
striker will cause premature strike, slapping and
PUJYLHZLKPUQ\Y`YPZR
9VJRLYZVSLZ Slapping on forefoot loading
PZHTHQVYPUQ\Y`YPZRMVYY\UULYZ0[JH\ZLZH
shock wave to travel up the front of your shin
causing trauma and stress. It is usually caused
by weakened and spasming muscles at the front
of your lower leg. The way to avoid this is to
ÄUKHZOVL[OH[PZX\PL[^OLU`V\HYLY\UUPUN
Some people slap in every shoe so an addition
to the central portion of the midsole will facilitate
a rocking action and stop the slapping.
(KQ\Z[HYJOWYVÄSL The midsole of current
ZOVLZPZUV[ÅH[0[PZTVSKLK\WHYV\UK[OL
edges of the foot to add support and control.
This can cause blistering or pain especially in
the arch if the midsole shape does not match
[OLMVV[ZOHWL4VKPÄJH[PVUPZZPTWS`HTH[[LY
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4VKPÄJH[PVU\Z\HSS`JVUZPZ[ZVMYLTV]HSVMZVTLWHY[VM[OLZOVLVY
addition of a new material. It can be as simple as releasing stitching or
as complex as replacing a large part of the midsole.

of taking a wedge out of the midsole at the
VɈLUKPUNHYLH;OPZPUZ[HU[Ä_JHUZH]LHUL^
WHPYVM Y\UULYZ^OPJOHYLÄULL_JLW[MVY
[OLÄ[
6[OLY;OLYLHYLTHU`V[OLYTVKPÄJH[PVUZ
that can be done to the midsole including
adding wedges in the heels or forefoot to tip the
MVV[PUVYV\[;OLTPKZVSLJHUILTVKPÄLK[V
change the amount or location of stability in the
ZOVL,_JLZZP]LÅHYPUNVM[OLTPKZVSLJHUHSZV
ILNYV\UKVɈ[VPTWYV]LM\UJ[PVU

8SSHUPRGLˋFDWLRQV

4VZ[\WWLYTVKPÄJH[PVUZHYL[VPTWYV]L[OLÄ[
of the shoe. It may be because something on
the shoe is pressing on a prominence of your
foot.
9LTV]LZ\WWVY[Z[YHWWPUN This can be
releasing stitching over a bunion or even to
JVTWSL[LS`YLTV]L[OLVɈLUKPUNZ[YHW4VZ[VM
the straps on the upper are for cosmetic rather
than functional reasons so it is not a problem to
remove them.
*\[OLLS[HI Heel tabs may dig into your
(JOPSSLZVYHURSLIVULZ;^VSP[[SLJ\[ZLP[OLY
side on the top of the heel counter can
immediately relieve the pressure.
(KKVYYLTV]LSHJLL`LSL[Z The simplest
^H`[VJOHUNL[OLÄ[PU[OL\WWLYPZ[VJOHUNL
the way you lace your shoes. That can be by
skipping a lace and changing where the laces
dig into the top of your foot.
:OVLÄSSLYZHUKWHKZ By adding felt to
[OLPUZPKLVM[OLZOVL`V\JHUVɊVHKHU
PUQ\YLK[PZZ\LHUKZOPM[WYLZZ\YL[VJOHUNL
biomechanics.

,QVROHPRGLˋFDWLRQVDQGRUWKRWLFV
6Y[OV[PJZHYLHMVYTVMMVV[^LHYTVKPÄJH[PVU
where you replace the insole that came with the
shoe with a new insole which has been created
^P[O`V\YZWLJPÄJPUKP]PK\HSULLKZPUTPUK(Z
a diagnostic step the prescription elements for

an orthotic can be added underneath the insole
of the shoe to test whether the prescription will
work. These additions can be made from felt
^OPJOSHZ[ZHML^^LLRZVY,=(^OPJOJHUSHZ[
the life of the shoe. The advantage of having an
orthotic is that it will customise the shoe to the
^OVSLZOHWLVM`V\YMVV[YH[OLY[OHUQ\Z[OH]PUN
the elements needed in a prescription.

Outsole

The outsole is the part of the shoe least
MYLX\LU[S`ULLKPUNTVKPÄJH[PVU0[\Z\HSS`
PU]VS]LZNYPUKPUNVɈHIP[VM[OLV\[ZVSL[OH[
is causing excessive pressure. It may involve
reducing traction where it is not needed. The
whole outsole can be replaced in some cases.
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There are a few key points to consider when
KLJPKPUNPMMVV[^LHYTVKPÄJH[PVUPZULLKLK
Do not modify old worn out shoes. It would
be better to buy a new shoe and modify that
if it is still necessary. If the shoe is too old
[VY\UPUZHMLS`[OLUTVKPÄJH[PVUTHRLZUV
sense. Modify minor aggravating factors only
or to accommodate deformities. It is better
to purchase new shoes and get orthotics if
`V\OH]LHZPNUPÄJHU[WYVISLT0[PZ\USPRLS`
[OH[TVKPÄJH[PVUHSVUL^PSSÄ_HTHQVYPZZ\L
4VKPÄJH[PVUTH`ILHUVW[PVU^OLUV[OLY
treatment modalities have failed.
It is important that you see a health practitioner
^OVOHZOHKZPNUPÄJHU[L_WLYPLUJL^P[O
MVV[^LHYHUKTVKPÄJH[PVUMVYZWVY[ZZOVLZ(SS
of our podiatrists and physios at the intraining
Running Centre are runners themselves and
have extensive experience working with
MVV[^LHYYLSH[LKY\UUPUNPUQ\YPLZ
)`:[L]L4HUUPUN
Podiatrist and Running Coach
Book an appointment: ph: 3367 3088
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